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Hepbest

  

When ordering a prepaid course - a discount of 3000 rubles! 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price  

Ask a question about this product 

Manufacturer Mylan 

Description 

Basic informationDescriptionOrder, delivery and payment

Where to buy Hepbest?

On the website of our online pharmacy, you can find a high quality generic drug called Hepbest. More than once this medication has proven that
it can be used to treat people who suffer from the human immunodeficiency virus. It acts on cells that are already infected, stopping their
replication. The medicine is a direct generic of the American original medicine Vemlidi. Most of all, the drug will be effective if taken in
combination with other medications. To buy Hepbest medication, you need to go to the doctor who monitors the course of your therapy. And
only then you can make an order in a couple of minutes in the online portal of the pharmacy website. 

Generic HepBest prices

Due to the fact that HepBest is an innovative generic drug of Vemlidi, it will impress you with its low price. The active substance from the
composition of the drug is tenofovir alafenamide 25 mg. Such analogs are produced today at modern production facilities, using only advanced
technologies. HepBest is identical in its composition to the original, which means that in its medicinal properties it is also not inferior. Our online
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pharmacy can provide you with the latest Indian counterparts. We receive goods directly from suppliers, which allows us to buy them at no extra
charge. Place your order today and you will not regret it.

Active ingredient Tenofovir alafenamide 25

Often, drugs containing tenofovir alafenamide can only be prescribed to adults. But there are exceptions - children from 12 years old. The
medicinal effect is directed at patients who have found human immunodeficiency virus or hepatitis B. Such an active substance can only be
treated for a long period of time. From the first dose of tenofovir alafenamide to a clear result, it may take very little time (sometimes only a few
hours). Patients say they are starting to feel much better. Tenofovir alafenamide is rarely associated with adverse reactions.

  

Description 

Hepbest is sold in its original packaging. In one he finds 30 pieces of tablets, which are covered with a film. Each tablet is formulated with
tenofovir alafenamide 25.

Indications Tenofovir Alafenamide 25

Hepbest is intended to be used in patients with HIV infection. Often the medication is used for a long period. You need to communicate with
your doctor about all the details and dosage in order to avoid risks to your health. 

Contraindications

You can not take Hepbest to patients who: have hypersensitivity to the components from the composition; breastfeeding; are carrying a fetus;
have not reached the age of 12.

  

How to order Hepbest?

Hepbest medication can be ordered by finding it in the convenient catalog of our website. We have developed a convenient and practical
interface that will become your assistant in this. Order at any time convenient for you. If you have any questions, ask our consultants. 

Delivery

Leave a request on our website. In the application, indicate all your data for sending you the goods. Our managers will definitely call you back
and advise on the possible timing and cost of a particular generic that you want to purchase. We only sell licensed drugs. 

Payment

You can pay for the product as it seems most convenient. But it should be borne in mind that the price of a product may be different, depending
on the availability of the product in the warehouse or its delivery directly from India. Check with our consultants for all the details you are
interested in.
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